To evaluate the rationality and limitations of the seventh edition of the American Joint Committee on Cancer (the 7th AJCC edition) T-staging system for locally advanced nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC). The prognosis of 358 patients with stage T3/T4 NPC treated with intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) was analyzed with the Kaplan-Meier method or the log-rank test. The 7th AJCC staging system of NPC has some limitations in that the T category is neither the significant factor in OS/LRFS nor the independent prognostic factor in OS/LRFS/DMFS/DFS ( > 0.05). After adjustment by anatomic structures, univariate analysis has shown that the adjusted-T category has statistical significance between T3 and T4 for OS (86.4% and 71.3%, = 0.002), LRFS (97% and 90.9%, = 0.048), DMFS (90.9% and 77.2%, = 0.001), and DFS (86.2% and 67.5%, = 0.000), and multivariate analysis has shown that the adjusted-T category is an independent prognostic factor for OS/DMFS/DFS (with the exception of LRFS). Then, GTV-P was taken into consideration. Multivariate analysis showed that these nT categories serve as suitable independent prognostic factors for OS/DMFS/DFS ( < 0.001) and LRFS (HR = 3.131; 95% CI, 1.090-8.990; = 0.043). The 7th AJCC staging system has limitations and should be improved by including the modifications suggested, such as anatomic structures and tumor volume adjustment.
Introduction
Nasopharyngeal cancer (NPC) is among the most common malignant tumors in China, especially in the south. The incidence accounted for about 40% of the world's new cases according to the World Health Organization's GLOBOCAN reported data of 2012 [1] . Because of the complex anatomic location and high radiosensitivity of nonmetastatic NPC, radiotherapy (RT) is the recommended treatment. With progress in combined therapy and radiation therapy equipment, efficacy has significantly improved. However, there is still a relatively high local failure rate and distant metastases have occurred in patients with locally advanced NPC.
A reasonable clinical staging system is crucial for guiding treatment strategy and predicting prognosis. Such a system should have the following characteristics: consistency within the same risk group, heterogeneity among the risk groups, a balanced distribution of cases among the groups, and effective prediction of survival. At present the main treatment modality for NPC is still based on the TNM staging system. The breakthrough of the seventh edition of AJCC staging system (the 7th AJCC edition) involved the use of MRIoffering the advantage of higher resolution of soft tissue-as a basis for clinical staging [2] .
Comprehensive treatment including intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) has become the standard treatment of NPC, as a result of which the traditional prognostic model based on anatomic structure has been challenged. Multivariate analysis of many studies including those from our department showed that, in the IMRT treatment model, T category is not an independent prognostic factor [3] [4] [5] [6] . Another study [7] found that in LRFS there was no difference 2 BioMed Research International between T2 and T1 staging; they recommended that T2 be classified as T1. Furthermore, the study of 1241 NPC patients [8] showed that local control of skull involvement was similar to that of T1/T2 staging and that there was no significant difference in local control between patients in the T1 to T3 categories treated with IMRT. In addition, the difference in the T4 group was also obvious. Results from the studies [9, 10] demonstrated that the prognosis of T4 patients with involvement of a single masticator space is better than that of others in the same stage.
Although numerous studies have shown that the 7th AJCC edition is superior to past systems and that the N category still has very good predictive value [11, 12] , the current TNM staging system also has limitations. For one thing, it is difficult to carry out individualized therapy under the current staging system. Prognoses vary widely within the same T stage, which is based only on the anatomic structures involved, especially for patients with locally advanced NPC. For another, the current staging system cannot distinguish the real risk factors influencing a patient's prognosis. Take tumor volume as an example. Many studies strongly suggest that the incorporation of GTV-P could further improve the accuracy of the current T category [13, 14] , particularly in predicting local failure-a conclusion also reached by our previous studies.
Therefore it is an urgent matter to draft a more accurate staging system to better predict risk factors and guide both stratification and treatment in NPC. Our retrospective study analyzes the prognostic factors of 358 patients with locally advanced NPC who received IMRT as well as comprehensive treatment. It should serve to explore the limitations of the current situation as well as to suggest ways of improving the 7th AJCC edition.
Methods and Materials

Patient Characteristics.
We performed a retrospective study of 358 consecutive patients with locally advanced NPC (T3/T4 N0-3M0) treated with IMRT between August 2008 and December 2011 at the Xiangya Hospital of Central South University (Changsha, Hunan Province, China) [15] . All cases underwent nasopharyngeal biopsy, non-contrastenhanced and contrast-enhanced MRI of the nasopharyngeal and cervical region to assess locoregional involvement. In addition to CT/MRI examinations of the nasopharynx and neck, the pretreatment workup also included a complete medical history, physical examination, chest X-ray, and/or CT (all patients with N3 disease underwent CT of the chest), B-ultrasound scan of the abdomen and neck, bone scan, and routine laboratory analysis. The patients' clinical characteristics are summarized in Table 1 . The study was approved by the ethics committee of the Xiangya Hospital (approval number 201111086).
Clinical
Staging. All patients were investigated by physical examination, endoscopic examination, and imaging studies with both MRI and CT. The CT and MRI scans for each patient were independently reviewed by 2 senior clinicians from the Departments of Radiology and Oncology. Additional investigations for systemic workup were carried out, such as chest X-ray, abdominal ultrasound, bone scan, and positron emission tomography-CT (PET-CT) if necessary for patients with clinical features or biochemical abnormalities suspicious of distant metastases. All patients were staged according to the 7th AJCC staging system.
Tumor Volume Measurement and
Grouping. The CT and MRI images were fused on the radiotherapy treatment planning system (TPS, Varian Medical System, Inc., Palo Alto, CA, USA) and the gross target volume of primary tumor of the nasopharynx (GTV-P) was manually delineated on the fused images. Since the retropharyngeal lymph nodes were indistinguishable from the primary tumor of NPC patients, the involved retropharyngeal lymph nodes were included as part of the GTV-P in our study. The target was independently reviewed by two senior clinicians in the Departments of Radiology and Oncology. In the event of controversy, the agreement was reached through the discussions of staff from radiotherapy department. The tumor volume was automatically calculated by the planning system. Based on the results of our previous study [16] , we selected a cut-off value of 46.4 mL of tumor volume to regrouping.
Treatment and Follow-Up.
All patients were treated with IMRT using 6-MV X-ray once a day 5 times a week. The specific target and dose constraints to critical normal structures were defined as described in our previous studies [16, 17] . The prescribed doses were 66-75.9 Gy for the PGTVnx, 69.96-72.6 Gy for PGTVnd, 59.4-64.0 Gy for PTV1, and 50.0-54.0 Gy for PTV2. The doses to the PTV2 were administered in 28 fractions and other doses in 33 fractions. If the GTV-P decreased obviously according to the repeat-MRI taken in 20 fractions or the fixed mask is not suitable, the second CT and planning must be redone. Dose limits for the target tissue and plan evaluation were based on the criteria of the Radiation Therapy Oncology Group 0225. Additional treatment with chemotherapy, such as neoadjuvant chemotherapy, adjuvant chemotherapy, and concurrent chemotherapy, was given to 337 patients with advanced disease. Various regimens of cytotoxic drugs (mostly cisplatin-based) were described in our previous study [16] .
The median follow-up time was 58 months (range, 3-78 months), with 96.8% of patients finishing a complete 5-year follow-up. The follow-up methods included direct telephone calls to patients or hospital visits to the patients. After radiotherapy, follow-up examinations were conducted every 3 months in the first 2 years, once every 6 months in years 2 to 5, and annually thereafter. The criterion of tumor relapse, overall survival (OS), local relapse-free survival (LRFS), distant metastasis-free survival (DMFS), and diseasefree survival (DFS) were defined as described in our previous study [16] .
Statistical Analysis.
All statistical analyses were performed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences version 17.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA). Survival curves (OS, LRFS, DMFS, and DFS) were created with the KaplanMeier method and differences were compared with the logrank test. Log-rank test was used for univariate analysis and multivariate analysis was performed using the Cox proportional hazards model. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were used to identify the cut-off values for different endpoints [16] . The areas under the curve (AUC) were used to assess the prognostic value of different T-staging system. The criterion for statistical significance was set at = 0.05 and values were based on two-sided tests.
Results
Patients' Clinical Characteristics.
The clinical characteristics of the patients were presented in Table 1 , which showed that age, gender, histological type, N staging, radiotherapy, chemotherapy, and other factors had no statistical significance for NPC. However, tumor volume of patients in the T4 category was significantly greater than that for patients classified in T3, which represented a significant statistical difference ( < 0.001). In the distribution of our 358 locally advanced NPC cases, more were classified in the T4 than in the T3 category. The 7th AJCC edition was adopted for all patients.
The Limitations of the AJCC 7th T-Staging System
Prognosis of Different T Categories.
As defined by the 7th AJCC edition, there was statistical significance in N1 staging of 5-year OS and DFS between the T3 and T4 categories (Table 2) ; values were 0.047 and 0.014. There were no significant differences between the other N categories, such as N0/N2/N3. To our surprise, the LRFS of patients at T3 in N2 staging is lower than that for the patients in T4 staging (81% versus 97.7%, = 0.002). The 5-year OS/LRFS in all patients of T3 and T4 staging was not different ( > 0.05). After adjustment for age, gender, histological type, clinical stage (the 7th AJCC edition of T category and N category), tumor volume, chemotherapy, and radiotherapy dose, multivariate analysis found that the T category of AJCC 7th edition was not an independent prognostic factor (data in supplementary materials available online at https://doi.org/10.1155/2017/1419676). Therefore it does not make sense to classify locally advanced NPC treated with IMRT according to the current system.
Prognosis of Different Tumor Volumes in the T4 Category.
From clinical experience and our data [16] , we found that patients in the same T category, especially T4 staging, had large discrepancy of tumor volumes. And these tumor volumes and T categories were often related to particular anatomic structures, such as the lateral pterygoid muscle (LPM) or brainstem (which is a dose-limited organ). Multivariate analyses of our previous study [16] showed that GTV-P was an independent prognostic factor of survival index (OS/LRFS/DMFS/DFS). We therefore divided the T4 patients into 2 groups according to primary tumor volume [16] , with a dividing line at 46.4 mL, determined by receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves. Table 3 shows the significant differences in 5-year OS/LRFS/DMFS/DFS. In fact, it shows that the prognoses of patients even in the same T4 stage are significantly different.
Distribution of Anatomic Structures.
Among 358 NPC patients staged by the 7th AJCC edition criteria, the rates of invasion into the medial pterygoid muscle (MPM) and skull were the highest, accounting for 269 (75.5%) and 284 (79.3%) patients, respectively. This was followed by invasion of the cavernous sinus, which was seen in 130 (36.3%) patients, and infiltration of the paranasal sinuses (PS) in 128 (35.8%) patients. However, orbital infringement was noted in only 4 patients and invasion of throat was seen in just 1 patient. Either the orbital or throat invasion usually occurred alongside erosion with other structures in the T4 category. In short, we took 6 anatomic sites but not the orbital or throat sites into consideration. Table 4 lists the 6 anatomic sites involved by the primary tumor and the corresponding survival statistics. As the table shows, there were no significant differences in 5-year OS/LRFS/DMFS/DFS regardless of involvement of the MPM or cranial nerve, while patients with involvement of the PS had a relatively worse prognosis. From the 7th AJCC edition's multivariate analysis of survival (data in supplementary materials), we know that involvement of the PS is an independent risk factor in OS/LRFS/DMFS/DFS ( < 0.05) and should therefore be classified as stage T4. Because MPM is not an independent risk factor in predicting survival ( > 0.05), it should be classified as stage T3. Involvement of the cranial nerve is usually seen together with infiltration into other areas; hence it has no significant influence on staging.
Proposal for a New T-Staging System
Adjustment of T3/T4 Staging of NPC by Anatomic
Structure. Figure 1 shows the Kaplan-Meier curves for the 5-year survival rate of patients staged with the 7th AJCC staging system. There was a significant difference between the groups of DMFS/DFS ( < 0.05). However, the differences in 5-year OS between T3 and T4 categories was not statistically significant (89.6% and 75.5%, = 0.105), nor was LRFS (93.6% and 93.2%, = 0.667).
According to the data already presented, we modified the staging of NPC with invasion of the MPM and skull base (including bone erosion) as T3, while involvement of the PS was staged as T4. That is, the adjusted T4 category includes the following structures: LPM, masticator space beyond the lateral pterygoid, intracranial, cavernous, and PS structures. The results of single-factor analysis indicate that the adjusted T-staging includes a remarkable difference with regard to 5-year OS/LRFS/DMFS/DFS (all < 0.05) (Table 5) . However, multivariate analysis still shows that the adjusted T-staging is an independent prognostic factor for OS/DMFS/DFS but not LRFS (HR = 1.290; 95% CI, 0.345-4.831; = 0.705). Hence the adjusted T-staging system also had disadvantages and should be adjusted with other factors.
Adjustment of the New T-Staging System by Primary
Tumor Volume. From the foregoing data analysis, we know that the adjusted T-staging system is superior to the 7th AJCC edition in that it improves the OS/DMFS/DFS/LRFS classification of locally advanced NPC, but it still does not show an independent prognostic factor for LRFS. Table 3 indicates that tumor volume is an important prognostic factor for locally advanced NPC. Taking this into consideration, we regrouped the adjusted T stages by including the consideration of tumor volume and then reanalyzed the survival prognosis. Figure 2 shows that tumor volume is also a critical survival parameter for new T-staging, nT3 being equal to adjusted T3 + T4a (adjusted T4 ≤ 46.4 mL) and nT4 including only T4b (adjusted T4 > 46.4 mL). It is clear that nT-staging is a significant factor for 5-year OS/LRFS/DMFS/DFS ( < 0.05). And there was significant difference for LRFS in terms of the tumor volumes involved (the dividing line being set at 46.4 mL) for = 0.037 (96.1% versus 87.8%).
Multivariate analysis (Table 6) shows that the new grouping (new T+ GTV-P) not only has better effect on predicting OS (HR = 2.504; 95% CI, 1.496-4.190; < 0.001), DMFS (HR = 2.539; 95% CI, 1.463-4.404; < 0.001), and DFS (HR = 2.365; 95% CI, 1.504-3.719; < 0.001) but also has great predictive value for LRFS and is an independent risk factor for LRFS (HR = 3.131; 95% CI, 1.090-8.990; = 0.043).
Comparing the Prediction Efficacy of the Staging Systems.
After tumor volume is taken into account in the adjusted T-staging system, it provides a more accurate prediction of survival for NPC patients. In addition, another analysis also confirms this result. We compared the survival prediction efficacy of the 7th AJCC edition and the new T-staging system, which includes the consideration of anatomic structures and GTV-P with the ROC curve. Figure 3 shows that the new T-staging system had a significant statistical difference with the 7th AJCC edition ( = 0.002), and the area under the curve (AUC) between the 2 systems ranged from 0.54 to 0.624. These results indicate that the new T-staging system is superior to the 7th AJCC edition.
Discussion
Thus far the staging criteria used in the TNM system for NPC were based on anatomic structures alone [18] . There are some differences between the 7th AJCC edition and our new system. First, we classify involvement of the PS as T4 rather than as T3; second, we consider involvement of the MPM to be part of T3, whereas the 7th AJCC edition classifies it in T4. In our study, both the univariate and multivariate analyses showed that invasion of the PS had a significant effect on the outcomes of patients' OS/LRFS/DMFS/DFS. So, it was an independent prognostic factor and should be classified as T4. This result was opposite to that of Tian et al. [19] whose study showed that neither the maxillary, sphenoid, nor ethmoid was an independent prognostic factor in OS/DMFS/LRFS.
If a tumor did not extend to any other anatomic structures classified in the T3 or T4 category of the 7th AJCC edition but infiltrated only the MPM, the tumor volume was usually small and far from the brain stem or other OARS (organs at risk), so the ideal radiation dose can be delivered to the whole tumor. He et al. [15] reported that the dose coverage of tumor was seriously influenced by the distance between tumor and brain stem. MPM erosion seems to have little effect on prognosis; therefore, some studies [20, 21] showed that MPM erosion simply should be classified as T2. Our study confirmed the idea that MPM involvement was neither an independent risk factor nor an indicator of OS/LRFS/DMFS/DFS. As the patients in our study had only locally advanced NPC, it should be classified as T3 or even more earlier T-staging, which is consistent with the results reported elsewhere [22, 23] .
Our data indicate that LPM involvement reduced OS and DMFS in our patients, although it was not an independent prognostic factor of OS/DMFS if other influential factors were adjusted in multivariate analysis. The result from univariate analysis may stem from several factors, one of which is that the LPM invasion often extended to other areas, such as the cavernous and paranasal sinuses. A study of 265 cases [24] found that involvement of either the pterygoid muscle or LPM alone has significant effect on prognosis, but more than 80% of these patients were treated with two-dimensional conformal radiotherapy (2D-CRT), not IMRT. In the 7th AJCC edition, invasion of the eyes and throat was part of the T4 category. However, very few of the patients in our study manifested such invasion. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity we did not take these structures into account in our system, which in this aspect is the same as 2008 T-staging system in China.
In our study, one of the significant factors affecting 5-year OS and DMFS was skull invasion; values were 0.031 and 0.018, respectively. However, this was not an independent prognostic factor after adjusting for age and other factors in multivariate analysis ( > 0.05). In the 2D-CRT period, some researchers [25, 26] divided the patients into different subgroups to evaluate prognosis according to the extent of skull invasion or to classify extensive skull invasion as T4. In terms of current IMRT treatment modalities, the significance of skull involvement is still unknown. In our study, cranial nerve involvement had no significant effect on prognosis, which is consistent with the literature [27] .
The results of our analysis suggest that it was reasonable to adapt the adjusted T-staging system to correspond with the 2008 T-staging system in China. After this was done, the distribution was better than that of the 7th AJCC edition. Moreover, the survival rate was more obviously different between adjusted T3 and T4 staging. In the multivariate analysis model of the 7th AJCC edition-taking age, gender, histological type, N stage, chemotherapy, and radiotherapy dose prescription into consideration-only age was an independent risk factor for LRFS. The T-staging of the 7th AJCC edition was not an independent prognostic factor of OS/LRFS/DMFS/DFS. Meanwhile the adjusted Tstaging system is an independent prognostic factor for 5-year OS/DMFS/DFS but not the LRFS.
According to our analysis, the adjusted T-staging system provides a better prognostic value for OS/DMFS/DFS in patients with locally advanced NPC receiving IMRT. This may be mainly due to the regrouping of the MPM and PS. A retrospective analysis of 816 cases of nonmetastatic NPC [28] showed an opposite conclusion in that it was closer to the 7th AJCC edition. However, the patients were not confined to the locally advanced NPC group and the majority were receiving 2D-CRT.
Through the above analysis, we found that the adjusted T-staging system was superior to the 7th AJCC edition and whether it was satisfactory enough to guide treatment and evaluate prognosis was yet to be seen. In our study, we found that there was a significant difference for 5-year OS/ DMFS/DFS in the adjusted T4-staging patients with different tumor volumes (≤46.4 mL and >46.4 mL). The data from the multivariate analysis adjusted by tumor volume showed that the adjusted T-staging was not an independent prognostic factor of OS ( > 0.05). This result showed tumor volume to be a more important factor for the prediction of prognosis. This observation was consistent with the literatures [5, 13, [29] [30] [31] , where results showed tumor volume to be an independent prognostic factor whether treatment is 2D-CRT or IMRT. In the current IMRT era, T-staging according to anatomic structure only is not an accurate predictor of OS. We therefore resolved to take the tumor volume into account so as to optimize our new T-staging system. Although the cases were distributed more reasonably in the adjusted T-staging of 358 patients, the tumor volume in adjusted T4-stage still had large difference. Taking tumor volume into consideration, especially the 201 patients in adjusted T4 category, we regrouped our patients according to tumor volume and analyzed their survival prognoses. In our previous study, the patients were divided into two groups, the threshold of tumor volume being 46.4 mL [16] . According to our statistical data, there was a significant difference in 5-year OS/DMFS/DFS but with no statistical significance for LRFS in adjusted T-staging. The prognosis of patients classified in adjusted T4-stage who had different tumor volumes varied. Thus we placed all the locally advanced NPC patients into two groups, one having a tumor volume of less than 46.4 mL (thus added to adjusted T3 staging, named nT3) and the second with a tumor volume larger than 46.4 mL (in adjusted T4-staging equal to nT4). Then the Kaplan-Meier method was used to estimate the survival curve. From Figure 2 we can see that the survival curves of OS/DMFS/DFS/LRFS between nT3 and nT4 were significantly different. Multivariate analysis shows that the nT-staging not only has a better effect on predicting OS/DMFS/DFS but also has a superior predictive effect for LRFS (HR = 3.131; 95% CI, 1.090-8.990; = 0.043).
Then, using ROC curve analysis, optimum sensitivity, specificity, predictive values, and area under the ROC curve were evaluated. The areas under the curve of nT-staging and the 7th AJCC edition were 0.624 and 0.547, respectively ( = 0.002). The conclusion was that nT-staging has better prediction efficacy.
The 7th AJCC edition cannot effectively predict the outcome of OS/LRFS/DMFS/DFS and the adjusted system only based on anatomic structures cannot forecast the outcome of LRFS. When tumor volume is taken into account in determining T stage, this results in the superior prediction of all survival parameters. In the current IMRT era, it is possible to use the computer to estimate the volume of the primary tumor (GTV-P). Then it should be very easy to stage the locally advanced NPC on the basis of anatomic structures as well as tumor mass.
The current staging system for NPC is based on the anatomic structures involved. From our study and those of other researchers, several additional factors may influence the accuracy of clinical staging; these include tumor volume and the relationship between the tumor and the organs at risk. In addition, our study also has some limitations as its target population was only locally advanced NPC. Furthermore, many molecular markers-such as miRNA, EBV DNA-may also affect the prognostic. Because of the instability of current detection methods, there are no uniform standards, making the improvement of clinical staging a daunting task.
